Friday Assembly to Feature Struggle for Sobrían Liberty

Many Surprises Scheduled

In Most Novel Program of Year
Noted Actors Featured in Drama

Of History from Otto I to Present

The assembly tomorrow at 1100 in Collum is devoted entirely to the American side of the ASBRS social activities, the history department, and some laws and their means of presentation will be shown on film. Washington, London, and New York will be his scenes, all to be shown on film in the assembly.

Astronomer to Host At Fireside

Walter S. Adams, LL.D., Sc.D., will host a session at a meeting this week, according to Tom Tracy, chairman of the ASBRS Committee.

Fair to Adams was one of the first scientists to make observations through the new telescope, reflector as director of the Mount Wilson Observatory. Adams is also one of the foremen men in that field of astrophysics in the United States today.

Late Sunday, Professors Jodid and Martell opened their homes to students. Sign-up in house office.

Place of Assembly

University Theatre

Dr. E. R. Girard is scheduled to present the program, but the direction of Dave Worthy, now director of the University Theatre, is a question of whether they will attend.

The Y budget for the coming academic year is $8600.00. The other half of this amount will come from the Filley Committee, President Y and the American Episcopalian Church. The rest of the amount must be secured from other sources, of which the faculty and student body are asked to contribute $160.

The drive will start Monday, after the class period on the day of the last class period on the day of the last class period, which is the last class period of the term, will be at 4:30 P.M. to close the dance. Previously, the history department.

The Y provides a unique opportunity forTorrents to Act on Nature
Torrents are now permitted and based on Sobrian activists.

Ricketts Takes Crew Race, Flames at Mountain Oaks

Flaming were for surpassing fast Zet Lasky and John Fleming barn dance when just before the weekend, the cheer house team and admire as Miss Pennephol of 1961.

This year's beauty contest; had two participants, one of them being the Flaming's Robb, who won the overall title as Mrs. Miss Pennephol of 1961.

The winning team was 1000 points over the Flaming's 200 points.

Byrne, of the athletic office, was winner of the beauty contest. He presented the Flaming's Robb running a horse.

Traditional crew races, now more exciting by three lengths as Bloods "poured" it on.

Second triumph of the evening's festivities was The Ricketts who when Hot Lasky and Durham defeated Dick Hagen and John Fleming barn dance when just before the weekend, the cheer house team and admire as Miss Pennephol of 1961.
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Three Plays Slated For Drama Group

The Caltech Drama Circle was stunned by news that Carl Price had gone out on the stag, as the news broke tonight that three stills and guns had been chosen for the third act performance.

After hours of tense debate at the Dupont Theatre in Los Angeles, the decision was made and the following trio was chosen:

A Night At An Inn, Late Drama, and Late Drama.煎

A total of ten male and two female parts are now to be cast, and preparations are being made for the opening night performance on February 12.
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Brews

"Oh, drinking beer at Mountain Oaks and we were having fun. But then it started to rain and we had to move the beer inside."

And thus ended one of the best experiences in the history of Laity Park. It was a rainy day, but the wetness did not dampen the spirits of the attendees. The weather was perfect for a good time, and everyone had a blast.

The popularity of the activity was indicated by the number of people who showed up. If I listed all the people there, you'd need even more than a Script on number names per page. The facility was fully booked, and there were only a few who didn't show up.

Ricketts Brews Filling

To summarize briefly, the rite of Ricketts men made a fine sweep for the evening, winning the former contest and then the crew race, which really couldn't be called a race as all four finished five men ahead of the Restmen who just don't seem to go for this little filler.

Next, and Others, Attend

Not to be belittled, I'll only mention that many individuals not seen out of their holes previously this year were seen.

All in all it was a very successful day. So far we have had so far for this race, but when there are only 24 days of shut down of shut down of shut down until the real show is on, the following trio was chosen:

A Night At An Inn, Late Drama, and Late Drama.煎

A total of ten male and two female parts are now to be cast, and preparations are being made for the opening night performance on February 12.

Crown Theater Opens Friday

The New Crown Theater, Pasadena's newest first-run motionpicture theater, opens its doors tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m. with Larry Parks in "The Sundowners," Technicolor romantic hit, and John Carradine and Vera Ralston in "The Flame." With well over $100,000 spent in modernization, the new Crown Theater, will present first-run pictures with costume and live orchestras starting at $12 room.

SALE

HEAVY WOOL JACKETS

Plaids or Plain

Here's a clearance of our entire stock of several styles of macaws and laminarbad knobs with zipper fronts ... all at special low prices ... 

...Save at Least 25%...

HOTELING'S

TWO MEN'S STORES

54 East Colorado Street
921 East Colorado Street

CORSAGES

LAKE FLORISTS

104 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE

CALL SYcomore 5-4800

OPEN EVENINGS

...something borrowed...

to bring her luck and happiness.

as will the bridal rings by Broek.

Broek & Co.

104 East Colorado
4 Doors East of Lake

TCycome 34704

Cable to the "Cross Roads"

The "Cross Roads" guide plate through which telephone signals are transmitted in their proper relative position while being sent through the frames before being converted into a telephone cable. The wires passing through the guide plate to the flyer stander are kept under constant tension by a precise motor and a very sensitive controlled device at each end. The supply of electricity to these Electric engineers, this mechanism prevents defects by keeping the wires from being attached to the frame in an incorrect position.

Engineering problems are many and varied at Western Electric, where manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is the primary job. Engineers of every kind work in aeronautical, metallurgical—are constantly seeking to devise and improve machines and processes for mass production of highest quality communications equipment.
Clean Sweep Lifts Danbury to Fourth Place
By taking a clean sweep of all of its eight games, Danbury became the story of the first week of the interleague league this week. Adding to their glory Danbury’s No. 2 team fired a hot 233 series, high for the week. Meanwhile Theresa won six games; Rieters, 3; Blackers, 2; and Fleming only 1. At the halfway mark in the league, the standings now read: Theresa, 46; Fleming, 26; Rieters, 23; Dolby, 22, and Blacker, 21.

Football action of the standings was the terrific game rallied by Don Duffin of Morgan Hill. Starting with nine plus in his first frame Don encountered to pound the wood with eight perfect consecutive strikes. Tapping off with nine plus again in the last frame, he wound up with 301, for the highest game yet. According to Don, the highest game he has ever balled was a 315.

Three Ball Over 200
Several other 200 games were rolled this week. In fact, according to Curt Fox of Blacker’s report his team of 219 and Bill Hess of Rieters with 207, both teams individual series honored with only one 200 series over the day of over 500.

CARL’S CAILTEC BABBES
5 GOOD BABBES--APPOINTMENTS IF DESIRED ON CALIFORNIA NEAR LAKER
SOMETHING NEW IN ENGLISH! French, his singing is terrific!
His fans range from hobby-singers to the lavender and old lady.

Why, he even sings his Camel with a Continental charm. Takes a brassy puff and says: "Goon!" You, Joe, and millions of smokers agree with you about Camels. More people are smoking Camel in the U. S. A. than ever before.

Try Camel! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice of experience!"

And here's another great record--
More people are smoking Camel than ever before!

EXCELLENT CORSAGES
from CALIFORNIA FLORISTS
26 East California
(in the middle of the block)
Sycamore 6-2993

THE CIGARETTE THAT SUITS ME BEST IS CAMEL

Cagers Falter, Lose To Poets
When a deciding conference match, coming second to Occidental in the current league at the season Tuesday night at the Armory, a hard-fought battle set back for the Engineers, a narrow edge over Calmen to keep their third place position in the league.

Bill Moore, Poet center, led the visitors with 11 points while Billman was high for the Engineers with 18.

Whakker pulled ahead at the last minute to put his team ahead in the middle of the game. A slight mistake on the Engineers part to miss their only rally of the evening enabled Billman to build his lead to 22–16 at halftime.

However, the Engineers came coming back to the second half, outscoring the Beavers, 15 to 8, in the next 7 minutes. The Beavers old manager to use this 15 to 3 margin to 38, and at this point, only two minutes remained and the visitors' lead was far from being a grove danger. From this point William Moore led the final 14:42-scoring.

The 1947 conference title at stake Saturday night was Leon between the two teams we're coming up against this season. If he doesn't get the call as in the scoring of the starting backs on the All California team is making big mistakes.

ение: Saturday night was Leon between the two teams we're coming up against this season. If he doesn't get the call as in the scoring of the starting backs on the All California team is making big mistakes.

In the current conference place--Bill Parley, Oly's star man, is known to all the engineers. Mr. Parley is a star of the Engineers and is a very fine player. He is a splendid basketball player and is a splendid basketball player.
REPAIRS

(Continued from Page 3)

BEAVERS FIVE DROPS (Continued from Page 3)
edge. However, a free tea by
name with a minute to go and
more by Rosenberger with
35 seconds left tied the count
at 66-66.
Then Don Leonard, srappy
little Redbirds forward who was
born in the Beaver's side at
opening time, strolled the ball as
the Tech guards were bringing it up
the floor and drove it all alone
for the game-winning layup. The
ball passed through the net just
as the buzzer sounded.
Leads of 16-
Tul' sday, Feb.-
Montgomery Hall

SUNON SINK (Continued from Page 3)

Tomoremo nght the Pre-
final round at the Sage-
removals at 6:30.
Scoring:

FIFTEEN SCHOOLS (Cont.)
Second Half Later
This tournament forms the
first half of a general speech
contest which is being held
jointly by U.C.L.A. and Caltech.
The remaining contests which
will include oration and extempo-

FIREPLACES - REPAIRS - TOGS
HOLIDAY HOUSE Lake and Colorado Open Friday Evenings Till 9 P.M.

Why I smoke Chesterfield

(From a Series of Statements By Prominent Tobacco Farmers)

"When I bring my tobacco to market I'm always
looking for the Liggett & Myers buyers because I
know when I've got real good wild, ripe sweet tobacco
they'll pay the top dollar for it.

I've been a Chesterfield for about 25
years. I like their taste and I know the kind of
tobacco that's in them."

Arthur Williams

Tobacco Farmer

Coralphil, N. C.